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Abstract: In Vocation: Discerning Our Callings in Life, ethicist Douglas 
Schuurman argues that core aspects of Protestant vocation have recently 
"come under assault by our culture and by non-Christian and Christian 
thinkers alike."1 This essay suggests that the roots of this tempered 
"assault" on vocation can be found in the Radical Reformers of the 
sixteenth century, whose perspectives and critiques merit further 
consideration by their postmodern descendants. The essay advocates for a 
continuing consideration of Anabaptist conceptions of discipleship, 
occupations and vocation/calling. It concludes with six points of 
continuity within the Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition that offer a 
framework for conversations regarding a contemporary Christian theology 
of vocation from a Mennonite perspective. 

EARLY CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF VOCATION/CALLING 

In the Christian church's first several centuries, those who committed 
themselves to the Jesus movement recognized the import of that decision 
of faith and calling—the way in which being a disciple of a crucified 
Christ could shape the entirety of their lives. In small, often marginalized 
and intermittently persecuted communities, believers opened themselves 
to transformation as they made sacrifices that were sometimes risky or 
closed certain occupational or vocational doors. 

In the years after the Emperor Constantine came into power early in 
the fourth century, converts flooded into the now-favored Christian 
church. As that happened the meaning of Christian discipleship 
underwent a profound transformation bringing in its wake a new 
stratification of ordinary Christians and church leaders. Partly in 
response to this popularizing of Christianity, monasticism became 
increasingly attractive in the years after Constantine's reign. Although 
monasteries and nunneries eventually took on official functions within 
the church, they began largely as protest movements made up of those 
who sought a closer relationship with God and a clearer application of 
God's calling on their lives.2 Leaders, monks and nuns became the 
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religious, those who had a sacred calling or vocation. As a result, the 
concept of a Christian calling became truncated, referring largely to 
those who entered the priesthood or religious orders. Implicitly, this 
development devalued the work of others outside of those confines. 

In the sixteenth century Martin Luther rejected his monastic vows and 
what he saw as a vocational double standard, believing that true faith 
needed to be worked out in the complex and often difficult realities of 
life beyond monastery walls. He maintained that all stations in life in 
which one can live honestly were divine vocations. Those stations 
included those found in the family (e.g., husband, father, wife, mother, 
child, friend); those belonging to the economic order (e.g., shopkeeper, 
milkmaid, laborer); and those which were part of political life (e.g., king, 
governor or subject). All of these estates, Luther believed, were "masks" 
of God through which God's work in human life could be revealed.3 

Luther, and later John Calvin, drew their understanding of calling in 
part from Paul's injunction in I Corinthians 7:17-24 to "lead the life that 
the Lord has assigned, to which God called you. . . . Let each of you 
remain in the condition in which you were called." The reformers 
interpreted this to mean that humans serve God and their neighbors by 
doing what is required of their station and office. Both Luther and Calvin 
recognized that some stations or offices might go beyond the realm of 
Christian service. Calvin, for example, argued that Christian callings 
needed to be useful to the broader social community, and thus could not 
include such stations as brothel keeper or thief.4 At the same time, both 
reformers argued that even though human beings were not allowed to 
take the lives of others, God is free to do so, and does so through the 
offices of judge, executioner and soldier.5 Thus, Christians may coerce, 
harm or even kill others if they are formally working as God's agents. 

ANABAPTIST PERSPECTIVES ON VOCATION 
While early Anabaptists generally appreciated Luther's effort to honor 

callings beyond the monastery and priesthood, they were suspicious that 
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the content of a Christian's activity in a particular "station" or "office" 
seemed to come from the "orders of creation" rather than from faith in 
Jesus.6 Tensions with civil authorities emerged over a range of issues, but 
particularly over the role of the Christian in civil governance. Most 
Anabaptists were particularly critical of occupational roles, including 
any sort of political office that involved coercive force or violence. Some 
were deeply suspicious of any work having to do with trade or 
commerce. Still others worried even about the traditional assignment of 
special vocational status to "religious" occupations. While the 
Anabaptists generally did not expect their convictions to be adopted by 
the whole society, in the turmoil of the sixteenth century these radical 
practices and public pronouncements represented a threat to the stability 
of society.7 

The Schleitheim Confession of 1527, for example, forthrightly 
describes "the sword" —implying political leadership that involves 
coercive force —as "outside the perfection of Christ."8 Further, the 
confession argued, "it does not befit a Christian to be a magistrate: the 
rule of the government is according to the flesh, that of the Christians 
according to the spirit. Their houses and dwelling remain in this world, 
that of the Christians is in heaven. Their citizenship is in this world, that 
of the Christians is in heaven."9 The Swiss Brethren who composed this 
statement of faith agreed that the state was divinely instituted; but 
because the civil realm required the use of violence for maintaining 
order, political leadership was beyond the pale for "true Christians." 
Other Anabaptist leaders —among them Menno Simons and Hans 
Denck—were more ambivalent on this point, although they also believed 
that the tensions in being both a Christian and a magistrate would make 
life difficult for the true believer. Even the Anabaptist leader Pilgram 
Marpeck, who himself served as a civil engineer, said, in effect, that one 
could be a Christian magistrate, but not for long—over time, one would 
need to give up either being a Christian or being a magistrate.10 His point 
was not that simply that being a magistrate was evil, but that too many 
of the magistrate's "worldly" acts are contrary to God's will and Christ's 

6. John H. Yoder, Body Politics: Five Practices of the Christian Community Before the 
Watching World (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1992), 26. 

7. Walter Klaassen, Anabaptism: Neither Catholic nor Protestant (Waterloo, Ont.: Conrad 
Press, 1973), 60-63. 

8. 'Outside the perfection of Christ" did not mean "demonic/' though some 
Mennonites have understood the term in that way. 

9. John H. Yoder, ed. and trans., The Legacy of Michael Sattler (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald 
Press, 1973), 39-40. 

10. This is a distillation of Marpeck's "Defence," which is excerpted in Walter Klaassen, 
ed., Anabaptism in Outline: Selected Primary Sources (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1981), 263. 
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Spirit. Christian wisdom does not suit Christians for the magistrate's 
office, Marpeck argued, since it "brings about only grace, mercy, love for 
the enemy, spiritual supernatural things, cross, tribulation, patience, and 
faith in Christ without coercion. . . ." The wisdom of worldly rulers 
governs through the "external sword in vindictiveness, mercilessness, 
hatred of the enemy, physical vengeance, [and] killing of evildoers."11 

Marpeck and Denck both believed that insofar as a Christian could 
govern by the law of Christian love, "benign, limited government 
service" was permissible.12 Marpeck, though, apparently recognized this 
as quite difficult, and accepted exile repeatedly when his own principles 
were violated in his role as a civil servant. 

One clear exception to this general Anabaptist understanding of the 
magistracy was Balthasar Hubmaier.13 In "On the Sword," written in 
1527 several months after the Schleitheim Confession,14 Hubmaier 
argued that "just as Christ wanted to do justice to his office on earth, 
likewise we should fulfill our office and calling, be it in government or in 
obedience, for we shall have to give account of it to God on the last 
day."15 Moreover, he continued, Christians may "with good conscience 
sit in court and council and may judge and decide also in temporal 
matters," "punish the unjust," and even "carry the sword in God's place 
over the evildoer and punish him."16 Although Hubmaier's position 
circulated in some Anabaptist communities, his particular view of 
"offices" and "calling" in relation to the magistracy did not survive in 
Anabaptism after his early martyrdom in 1528. 

Many sixteenth-century Anabaptists also discouraged true believers 
from engaging in any forms of trade or commerce other than marketing 
their own crafts. In "True Christian Faith," Menno Simons cited 
favorably the apocryphal passage Ecclesiasticus 26:29-27:3: "A merchant 
can hardly keep from wrongdoing, nor is a tradesman innocent of sin. . . 

11. William Klassen and Walter Klaassen, trans, and eds., The Writings of Pilgram 
Marpeck (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1978), 558. 

12. C. Arnold Snyder, Anabaptist History and Theology: An Introduction (Kitchener, Ont.: 
Pandora Press, 1995), 190. 

13. H. Wayne Pipkin and John H. Yoder, trans, and eds. Balthasar Hubmaier: Theologian of 
Anabaptism (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1989), 15. 

14. Snyder suggests, in Anabaptist History, 192, that Hubmaier's arguments in 'On the 
Sword" are "directed against Schleitheim's strict ethic of 'doing what Jesus did.'" Even 
though Hubmaier makes no explicit reference to the Schleitheim document, he clearly was 
aware of the Schleitheim themes circulating among the various Anabaptist groups. 
Although the nonpacifist views lost ground among the Zurich-based Anabaptists after the 
Schleitheim Confession, and in territories under Austrian rule after Hubmaier was killed in 
1528, the debate continued among Anabaptists in the Netherlands until close to 1540.— 
Pipkin and Yoder, Balthasar Hubmaier, 493. 

15. Pipkin and Yoder, Balthasar Hubmaier, 500. 
16. Ibid., 503. 
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As a stake is driven firmly into a fissure between stones, so sin is wedged 
in between selling and buying." Some merchants, Simons noted, 
"become thieves, murderers, and holdup men, . . . harlots and brothel 
keepers, . . . gamblers, betrayers, and, executioners and tormenters," all 
for the sake of profit.17 

The Hutterite leader Peter Riedemann was equally harsh in his 
critique of certain kinds of merchants. Hutterite communities, he 
insisted, do not allow any of their members to be traders or merchants, 
since "this is a sinful business." Riedemann had no problem with buying 
necessities for one's house or craft, and then using the materials to create 
something new for further sale. "This is no sin," he wrote. In fact, "God 
will be praised and our industry and conscientiousness recognized in 
work that is honestly done," in creating things our neighbors need.18 

What is clearly wrong from his perspective "is to buy an article and sell 
it for a profit in the same condition as one bought it. This makes the 
article more expensive for the poor; it is stealing bread from their mouths 
and forcing them to become nothing but slaves to the rich."19 

Finally, the ambivalence that Anabaptists expressed in linking 
Christian convictions to their occupations also found expression in their 
understanding of explicitly spiritual roles, particularly that of the 
minister. From the very beginning, Anabaptists reflected the anticlerical 
sentiments of their time, which were accentuated even more by their 
tense relationships with the learned Protestant and Catholic clergy who 
condemned them to martyrdom.20 At the same time, however, many 
Anabaptist ministers believed they had experienced a true, spiritual call 
to pastoral leadership and embraced it faithfully, albeit within a larger 
affirmation of the "priesthood of all believers."21 Further complicating 

17. Menno Simons, "True Christian Faith," in J. C. Wenger, ed., and Leonard Verduin, 
trans., The Complete Writings of Menno Simons, c. 1496-1561 (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 
1956), 369. It is worth noting that in his references to "wicked merchants and retailers," 
Simons added parenthetically (368), "I say the wicked, for I do not mean those who are 
righteous and pious." This book is also known as Sirach, from the full title, Ecclesiasticus, 
or the Wisdom of Jesus Son of Sirach. Peter Riedemann quotes this same apocryphal 
passage in Peter Riedemann's Hutterite Confession of Faith, trans, and ed. John J. Friesen 
(Waterloo, Ont.: Herald Press, 1999), 149. 

18. Riedemann, Peter Riedemann's, 149. 
19. Ibid. 
20. On Anabaptist anticlericalism, see A. James Reimer's review of several recent 

examinations of the theme in "Book Review," Religious Studies Review 29 (July 2003), 235-
239. Arnold Snyder says the anticlericalism of the Anabaptists lasted throughout at least 
the sixteenth century, with clergy outside the Anabaptist communities described by 
Anabaptists as "ravening wolves in sheeps' clothing." —Snyder, Anabaptist History, 366-367. 

21. Worth hearing is Mennonite theologian Marlin E. Miller's observation that in his 
search for Anabaptist and Mennonite sources on the "priesthood of all believers," he found 
only two pages, and those were from Menno Simons's Complete Works. Miller questions 
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Anabaptist understandings of ministry were aberrations within the 
fellowship itself from those who claimed to have received a direct 
prophetic call. 

Many of the movement's initial leaders were drawn from the clergy 
and were relatively well educated; however, most of these leaders were 
killed within the first several years of the movement. The forms of plural 
leadership in the church that ensued may have made a virtue out of a 
necessity: since there were few strong, literate leaders, everyone needed 
to help out in the church. According to court records, a group of twenty-
one Anabaptists who were arrested in 1562 while worshipping in a 
ravine responded to queries regarding their leaders by noting that "our 
last leader died three years ago, in 1559." They then went on to explain 
that Brother John sometimes reads Scripture, and Hans sometimes 
provides interpretation; but so do Christian and George, and sometimes 
Felix reads Scripture, too.22 They may simply have been protecting their 
leaders, of course, but it is clear that Anabaptist congregations in the 
sixteenth century had plural leadership. At some points these were 
people "called out" for specific tasks, and at other times leadership was 
less formal. 

Overall, in several key respects Anabaptists were out of step with 
their Reformation peers on the concept of vocation. They were troubled 
by what they saw as a fusion of God's will and calling with existing 
political, economic and spiritual arrangements. They wanted the primary 
vocation or calling of Christian discipleship to either transform or limit the 
practice of all occupations and professions. 

FROM PLOW TO PROFESSIONS 

Many of the earliest Anabaptist leaders were university educated, 
with a strong concentration of their followers drawn from artisan trades 
in German and Swiss cities.23 Within two generations, however, the 

whether the use of this concept by Mennonites over the last century wasn't a kind of 
anachronistic reading back into the sixteenth-century movement. The term was developed 
by Luther and used more on that side of the Reformation than by the Radical Reformers. 
See Theology for the Church: Writings by Marlin E. Miller, ed. Richard A. Kauffman and Gay le 
Gerber Koontz (Elkhart, Ind.: Institute of Mennonite Studies, 1997), 123-124; and Marlin E. 
Miller, "Priesthood of all Believers/' in Mennonite Encyclopedia 5: 721-722. 

22. On this, see John Oyer and Keith Graber Miller, "Worshiping with the Early 
Anabaptists/' in What Mennonites Are Thinking 1998, ed. Merle Good and Phyllis Pellman 
Good (Intercourse, Pa.: Good Books, 1998), 123. 

23. The language "from plough to professions" is from Myron Ebersole, "Conflict in 
Clinical Practice," in Conflict in the World of Professions, ed. Arden Shank, Myrna Burkholder 
and Titus Peachey, mimeographed text (Elkhart, Ind.: Mennonite Student and Young Adult 
Services, 1979), 34. For more on the social status of early Anabaptists, see Paul Peachey, 
"Social Background and Social Philosophy of the Swiss Anabaptists, 1525-1540," MQR 28 
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percentages shifted dramatically as Anabaptists were driven by 
persecution to rural areas and primarily into agriculture. Whereas almost 
twice as many Anabaptists lived in larger cities as in villages before the 
middle of the sixteenth century, during the second half of the century the 
overwhelming majority made their homes and their livings in rural 
communities.24 Throughout the following several centuries, most 
Mennonites outside of the Dutch and North German context25 spent their 
time and energies in rural communities and in agriculture-related 
occupations.26 Indeed, in the words of historian C. J. Dyck, "for 300 years 
farming was thought to be the Mennonite way of life and the rural 
community the indispensable form of organizing their common life."27 

Many Mennonites believed it would be impossible to survive as 
Mennonites in the cities, or that living in such settings would force them 
to compromise their Christian principles. 

Yet not all Mennonites were engaged in this "sacred vocation"28 of 
farming. Many of the Russian Mennonites who emigrated to the United 
States and Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
had been entrepreneurs in Russia, running factories, hospitals and 
institutions for training teachers. Not surprisingly, they continued to 
employ those business skills when they came to North America. Most of 
the original Mennonites who settled in Germantown, Pennsylvania, in 
1683 were craftspeople and tradespeople, with the majority being linen 
weavers.29 North American Mennonite settlements in the early 
seventeenth century often included, in addition to farmers, bricklayers, 

(Apr. 1954), 104-105. One study of early Anabaptist occupational stratification estimated 
that 41 percent were craftspeople in cities, small towns and villages, and just under 24 
percent were farmers. — Claus-Peter Ciasen, Anabaptism: A Social History, 1525-1618 (Ithaca, 
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972), 318-322. 

24. Ciasen, Anabaptism: A Social History,, 306. 
25. As noted elsewhere, developments among the Dutch and North German 

Mennonites need to be treated separately. On this, see, e.g., Richard MacMaster, Land, Piety, 
Peoplehood: The Establishment of Mennonite Communities in America, 1683-1790 (Scottdale, Pa.: 
Herald Press, 1985), 24ff.; and James C. Juhnke, Vision, Doctrine, War: Mennonite Identity and 
Organization in America, 1890-1930 (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1989), 33-35. 

26. For more on Mennonite commonwealths built on agrarian communalism, see Jean 
Séguy, Les Assemblées Anabaptistes-Mennonites de France (Paris: Mouton & Co., 1977) and 
P.M. Friesen, The Mennonite Brotherhood in Russia (1789-1910), rev. ed., trans. J. Β. Toews, 
Abraham Friesen, Peter J. Klassen and Harry Loewen (Fresno, Calif.: Board of Christian 
Literature, General Conference of Mennonite Brethren Churches, 1980). 

27. Cornelius J. Dyck, An Introduction to Mennonite History, 3rd ed. (Scottdale, Pa.: 
Herald Press, 1993), 407. 

28. This term is used by J. Winfield Fretz in The Waterloo Mennonites (Waterloo, Ont.: 
Wilfrid Laurier Press, 1989), 181. 

29. MacMaster, Land, Piety, Peoplehood, 39. C. Henry Smith writes, in Smith's Story of the 
Mennonites (Eugene, Ore.: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2005), 361, that these Germantown 
settlers were "not given much to agriculture." 
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millers, weavers and other tradespeople, and even the rare physician. 
Farmers frequently practiced a handcraft in addition to working the soil, 
and by the middle of the eighteenth century Mennonites were prominent 
in the crafts in the American colonies.31 Colonial Mennonites continued 
to discourage officeholding ("because force is used therein)" and 
innkeeping ("because it leads to a great number of irregularities"). But 
aside from those few exclusions, "the occupational pattern of 
Mennonites in colonial Pennsylvania scarcely differed from the patterns 
of Scotch-Irish Presbyterians or of German Lutherans."32 Since the 
nineteenth century, many North American Mennonites have continued 
to practice trades, serving as contractors, plumbers, electricians, 
furniture-makers and builders. In many of these roles, they have 
functioned as essentially self-employed owners—or people who 
participate in management decisions as quasi-owners—and they have 
been appreciated for their artistry, efficiency and dependability. 

A dramatic shift in Mennonite occupations—from small-town crafts 
and farming to the professions and the office—has taken place rapidly 
since the 1950s.33 Since the late nineteenth century Mennonite colleges 
have been training a host of professionals, educating thousands of 
teachers34 and medical workers.35 Part of the reason for this expansion 
was the exposure Mennonites had to other occupational fields and 
professions through their alternative work, including Civilian Public 
Service in the 1940s, I-W service in the 1950s and Voluntary Service, 
which began under Mennonite Central Committee auspices in the 1940s 
and expanded into denomination-specific programs thereafter. "In the 
vanguard of the new change," writes historian Paul Toews, 

was a younger generation schooled in CPS and postwar voluntary 
service and building on the mid-twentieth-century intellectual 
reconstruction of Mennonite history. . . . That generation was 

30. Ibid., 85. 

31. Ibid., 101-102. 

32. Ibid., 140. 

33. Donald Β. Kraybill and Phyllis Pellman Good, eds., Perils of Professionalism: Essays on 
Christian Faith and Professionalism (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1982), 8. 

34. Juhnke, Vision, Doctrine, 172, says that Bethel College alone trained 1,799 teachers 
between 1893 and 1953, more than five times the 333 students who went into either 
ministry or mission fields. 

35. On Mennonites' entry into mental health fields, see, e.g., Paul Toews, Mennonites in 
American Society, 1930-1970: Modernity and the Persistence of Religious Community (Scottdale, 
Pa.: Herald Press, 1996), 165-169; Vernon H. Neufeld, ed., If We Can Love: The Mennonite 
Mental Health Story (Newton, Kan.: Faith and Life Press, 1983); and Albert N. Keim, The 
CPS Story: An Illustrated History of Civilian Public Service (Intercourse, Pa.: Good Books, 
1990). 
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moving the church toward a more clearly defined theology of 
service and a more globally engaged missional identity.36 

As a result, the numbers of Mennonite young people entering 
professions, and the fields into which they entered, expanded 
dramatically during the latter half of the twentieth century. 

For ethnic North American Mennonites, this transition from the farm 
to professions largely bypassed the experience of wage labor—that is, 
factory and other blue-collar work in which they had little or no control 
over the products of their labor. Certainly many Mennonites have been 
employed on farms, mills or in small businesses, but until the last several 
decades only a small percentage of North American Mennonites worked 
in large-scale factories or were significantly distanced from the products 
of their labor. This fact may skew their lived reality in relation to 
vocation. According to Mennonite business consultant David Schrock-
Shenk, North American Mennonites 

have held relatively privileged positions in the world of capitalism, 
obscured by our ethnic myths of persecution, diaspora, and 
dispossession. We have been self-employed, owners of the means of 
production, held capital, and worked in professions . . . that are 
relatively autonomous and held in high social esteem.37 

By 2006, only 12 percent of U.S. Mennonite adults lived on a farm, 
compared with three times that many in the early 1970s. During that 
same period the number of Mennonites in professional and technical 
roles increased rapidly, expanding as these occupational roles emerged 
and went through their own transformations. By 2006, 41 percent of U.S. 
Mennonites were in managerial and professional occupations, and 27 
percent were in technical, sales and administrative support roles. The 
entry of massive numbers of Mennonite women into the workforce 
marked yet another dramatic transformation in the North American 
occupational landscape in the last 50 years. By 2006, only 8 percent of 
U.S. Mennonites identified themselves as housewives/homemakers.38 

36. Toews, Mennonites, 213. 
37. Personal correspondence, David Schrock-Shenk to Keith Graber Miller, Oct. 13, 

2005. I am grateful to Schrock-Shenk, in his critique of an earlier draft of this paper, for 
pushing me to tease out more clearly this reality. Only in recent decades, with the 
broadening of the Mennonite family in North America, the expanding racial, ethnic and 
socioeconomic diversity in the church, and an enlarged awareness of the majority 
Mennonite cultures south of the equator, have traditional Mennonites gained a window 
into the underside of occupational history. 

38. In the 2006 study, 8 percent of U.S. Mennonites also said they were in each of the 
following: precision production, craft and repair; operators, fabricators and laborers; and 
service. Three percent said they were students. On this recent data, see Conrad L. Kanagy, 
Road Signs for the Journey: A Profile of Mennonite Church USA (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 
2007), 58-59. Earlier studies done at seventeen-year intervals included both U.S. and 
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The changing roles of women altered the nature of parenting, 
strengthened household incomes in homes with two working parents, 
and changed some of the power dynamics in the household. 

The shift toward professionalism, often associated with the move 
toward suburbia and urban centers, became a serious point of tension 
among American Mennonites in the middle decades of the twentieth 
century. In a 1942 essay sociologist Ernst Correli argued that Mennonite 
traditions in faith and practice "grew and bore fruit mainly in an 
environment of rural life and town handicraft economy." Agricultural 
occupations predominated among "genuine Mennonite groups." The 
record of more emphatically urban Mennonite communities, Correli 
ominously warned, "as well as of any fringe of Mennonite life that fell 
under the spell of progressive urbanization . . . bear shocking witness to 
gradual decline, if not complete extinction."39 In the 1940s and early 
1950s, Mennonite sociologist and church statesman Guy F. Hershberger 
and others consciously sought to strengthen Mennonite communities 
through the Mennonite Community Association (organized in 1946) and 
a short-lived journal called The Mennonite Community that encouraged 
Mennonites to preserve communal practices associated with their rural 
roots. 

During this same period, Mennonite ministerial roles also became 
increasingly professionalized. "Like Christ," writes historian James C. 
Juhnke about nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century leadership 
patterns, "Mennonite leaders were supposed to be servants. Ministers 
had no professional training nor were they paid."40 These assumptions, 
however, began to change—earlier in the twentieth century among 
General Conference Mennonites and then later for (Old) Mennonite 
Church leaders—as the longstanding practice of choosing pastors by lot 

Canadian Mennonites.—J. Howard Kauffman and Leo Driedger, The Mennonite Mosaic: 
Identity and Modernization (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1991); and J. Howard Kauffman and 
Leland Harder, Anabaptists Four Centuries Later: A Profile of Five Mennonite and Brethren in 
Christ Denominations (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1975). For reports on earlier studies of 
men's occupations, see also Toews, Mennonites in American Society, 188-191. 

39. Ernst Correli, "The Sociological and Economic Significance of the Mennonites as a 
Culture Group in History," MQR 16 (July 1942), 164. CorrelTs comments about the Dutch 
and North German Mennonites represents well a critique mid-twentieth-century (Old) 
Mennonites shared of their Dutch counterparts. For a counterperspective to Correli's about 
the effects of progressive urbanization, see Mary S. Sprunger, "Dutch Mennonites and the 
Golden Age Economy: The Problem of Social Disparity in the Church," in Calvin Redekop, 
Victor A. Krahn and Samuel J. Steiner, Anabaptist/Mennonite Faith and Economics (Lanham, 
Md.: University Press of America, 1994), 18-40. Sprunger began by citing the aphorism 
attributed to a twentieth-century Dutch Mennonite pastor: "After the devil failed in his 
attempt to destroy Dutch Anabaptism by means of persecution, he almost succeeded when 
he changed his tactics and made them rich." Sprunger said this view of Dutch Mennonite 
prosperity and the resulting demise of Anabaptist ideals was "largely uninformed." 

40. Juhnke, Vision, Doctrine, War, 63. 
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gradually fell by the wayside among these progressive Mennonite 
groups.41 

Professionalization of the pastorate deepened some Mennonites' 
ambivalence regarding calling, authority and the meaning and status of 
ordination within a tradition that embraced the "priesthood of all 
believers." In addition to the shift away from bi-vocational, self-
supported pastors toward paid, professional, increasingly educated 
ministers, by the 1960s and 1970s several other developments further 
complicated the ministerial occupation, including a shift away from 
pastoral authoritarianism and toward shared leadership that denied a 
place for pastoral "offices," conflicts regarding women's involvement in 
ministry, and more general debates about the validity of ordination, 
given that ordination is an extra-biblical practice in a faith tradition with 
a biblically-based ecclesiology. 

By the middle of the twentieth century, several Mennonite leaders 
began endorse these various occupational shifts, thereby blessing the 
socioeconomic transformation of the Mennonite peoplehood.42 In 1956, 
for example, in a speech at the Mennonite Student Fellowship in 
Philadelphia, former Goshen College president Ε. E. Miller affirmed the 
decision of young Mennonites to enter various professions. There is a 
"great opportunity within the professions for the exercise of a true 
Christian ethic," he argued, that counters the dishonesty, profit-seeking 
and power-grabbing that conditions so much of what makes up 
Christians' working lives. In this spirit, Miller encouraged his student 
audience to view their profession as a "Christian calling." "So have no 
fears," he concluded, drawing on the parable of the talents, "go ahead 
and prepare. The church needs you and today's world offers you many 
opportunities to serve in the name of Christ."43 

But not all voices were positive. During the 1960s and 1970s, 
Mennonite pastor Virgil Vogt became the most outspoken and influential 

41. Ervin R. Stutzman, dean of Eastern Mennonite Seminary, has written extensively 
about the lot in terms of Gelassenheit, or the "shared yieldedness" that described both the 
congregation practicing the lot and the ministers chosen or overlooked in the process.— 
Ervin Stutzman, "Preacher's Calling: For John Ruth, It Meant a Lot," in Reuben Z. Miller 
and Joseph S. Miller, eds., The Measure of My Days (Telford, Pa.: Cascadia Publishing 
House, 2004), 147. In the lot, nominees for roles as ministers, deacons and bishops each 
chose a book from a set of songbooks or Bibles, one of which included a slip with Proverbs 
16:33 inscribed on it: "The lot is cast into the lap; but the whole disposing thereof is of the 
Lord." 

42. On the Mennonite Community movement, see J. Winfield Fretz, "Community," ME, 
1:656-658. See also various writings by Hershberger in the 1940s and 1950s as well as the 
special April 1945 issue of Mennonite Quarterly Review dedicated to Mennonite Community. 

43. Ε. E. Miller, "Opportunities in the Professions," Christian Living (Sept. 1956), 16-17, 
40-41. 
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critic of this emerging understanding of vocation. At a 1961 meeting of 
the Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities, Vogt spoke on "The 
Christian Calling" and he continued to address the topic in various 
settings. Vogt rarely appealed to Anabaptist history, but focused instead 
on biblical understandings of "calling/7 The "God-given vocation of 
every Christian/' he argued, can be summarized "in one, all-inclusive 
description... our calling is to become functioning members of the Body 
of Christ—the Church/ According to Vogt, we never read in Scripture 
of being called to be engineers, accountants, medical technicians or 
members of any other sort of earthly profession or trade. Instead, the 
New Testament makes clear that all Christians are called to be 
Christians—to live in Christ's power and wisdom and righteousness.45 

This means that Christians should do ordinary work in the world to 
provide themselves and other Christians with the necessities of life. 
However, in doing so they should also witness to the coming of a new 
order, not accepting the definition of specific tasks as given to them by 
society nor allowing themselves to be squeezed into the world's mold.46 

Two conferences in the 1970s also picked up the theme of vocations. 
The first—sponsored by Eastern Area Mennonite Student Services and 
titled "Professionalism: Faith, Ethics, and Christian Identity"—featured 
a plenary address by Mennonite theologian Gordon Kaufman in which 
he critiqued the sectarian consciousness of Mennonites who saw the 
world outside the church as "sinful, fallen, and dangerous." Such a 
restricted sense of group-consciousness may have been appropriate 
when Mennonites lived in closed communities, "but in modern 
professional life it makes no sense at all."47 "We must be prepared to 
open up our Mennonitism to attitudes and practices unknown in the 
past," Kaufman insisted, "in order to help enable it to become a vital and 
significant force in the new situation in the present in which we are 
living and into which we are moving."48 

In 1979, Mennonite Student and Young Adult Services hosted a 
similar conference on the theme of "Conflict in the World of 

44. Virgil Vogt, "A Vocation for Every Christian/' mimeographed presentation for the 
Mennonite Graduate Fellowship, Waterloo, Ontario (Dec. 1962), 6. Available in Mennonite 
Historical Library, Goshen (Ind.) College. 

45. Virgil Vogt, The Christian Calling (Scottdale, Pa.: Mennonite Publishing House, 1961), 
4. 

46. Virgil Vogt, "A Vocation for Every Christian/, 8. 
47. Gordon D. Kaufman, "Mennonites and Professionalism/, in Arden Shank and 

Richard Mojonnier, eds., mimeographed text Professionalism: Faith, Ethics, and Christian 
Identity (Philadelphia: Eastern Area Mennonite Student Services, 1978), 14. Available in the 
Mennonite Historical Library, Goshen (Ind.) College. 

48. Kaufman, "Mennonites and Professionalism,,, 20-23. 
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Professions." Sociologist Paul Peachey's plenary address on "Profession, 
Person, and Common Good" was somewhat more nuanced than 
Kaufman's had been. Peachey was more attentive to the conflicts 
inherent within professionalism of maintaining monopolies, promoting 
and defending the economic self-interest of their members, and using 
"professional ethics" as a fig leaf to hide their economic greed.49 

Three years later sociologist Don Kraybill and publisher Phyllis 
Pellman Good further elaborated on Peachey's concerns in an edited 
volume titled Perils of Professionalism: Essays on Christian Faith and 
Professionalism. In their introduction to the collection of stories 
contributed by professionals in a variety of fields, Kraybill and Pellman 
Good argued that professions tend to serve their own vested interests, 
dominating and controlling their members, serving the profession more 
than their clients, and even professionalizing the church and dominating 
its decision-making process. In so doing, "professions have an uncanny 
tendency to subvert their original good intentions." 50 

In the years since the two young adult conferences and the 
publication of Perils of Professionalism, Mennonites have given only scant 
attention to the general theme of professionalism.51 During the 1980s 
Mennonite intellectuals focused more on Mennonite identity than on 
professionalism. Between 1987 and 1990, for example, at least six books 
were published with titles such as Anabaptist-Mennonite Identities in 
Ferment, Mennonite Identity in Conflict and Mennonite Identity.52 To be 
sure, a range of texts on specific professions has appeared in recent 
years, primarily in regards to ministry,53 business54 and health-care 

49. Paul Peachey, "Profession, Person, and the Common Good," in Shank, Burkholder 
and Peachey, Conflict, 10. 

50. Kraybill and Pellman Good, Perils of Professionalism, 10. 
51. Some notable exceptions would be sections of John Howard Yoder's Body Politics 

and a noteworthy and underutilized book by sociologist Calvin Redekop and consultant 
Urie A. Bender, Who Am I? What Am I? Searching for Meaning in Your Work (Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Académie Books, 1988). 

52. The books include Rodney J. Sawatsky, Authority and Identity (North Newton, Kan.: 
Bethel College, 1987); Leo Driedger, Mennonite Identity in Conflict (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin 
Mellen Press, 1988); Calvin Wall Redekop and Samuel J. Steiner, Mennonite Identity: 
Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (New York: University Press of America, 1988); 
Harry Loewen, ed., Why I Am a Mennonite: Essays on Mennonite Identity (Scottdale, Pa.: 
Herald Press, 1988); Calvin Redekop, Mennonite Identity (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1989); and Leo Driedger and Leland Harder, eds., Anabaptist-
Mennonite Identities in Ferment (Elkhart, Ind.: Institute of Mennonite Studies, 1990). Those 
texts were forerunners to Leo Driedger and J. Howard Kauffman's Mennonite Mosaic, which 
further pluralized Mennonite identity through a detailed sociological survey. 

53. For example, see Leland Harder, The Pastor-People Partnership: The Call and Recall of 
Pastors from a Believers' Church Perspective (Elkhart, Ind., and Bluffton, Ohio: Institute of 
Mennonite Studies and Central District Conference Ministerial Committee, 1983); Paul M. 
Zehr and Jim Egli, Alternative Models of Mennonite Pastoral Formation (Elkhart, Ind.: Institute 
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ethics. And Mennonites also have given attention to the related question 
of power.55 But Mennonites need to continue to reflect on the tensions, 
conflicts and possibilities within their work. Not only do they need to 
return to basic questions of Christian faithfulness within their 
occupational roles, but they also need to think more carefully about how 
ethnic or gendered realities have tended to "fix" certain occupational or 
professional possibilities for people. And they need to be more reflective 
about the way in which social capital—that is, long traditions of financial 
success and wealth; shared knowledge of how to run a business; 
informal networks of information; practices of mutual aid; and a cultural 
belief in one's ability—contribute to professional success.56 As 
Mennonites speak about callings and vocation, they need to be aware of 
these power and experiential dynamics, and bring these real-world 
experiences into their theological considerations. 

TOWARD A CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY O F VOCATION IN MENNONITE 
PERSPECTIVE 

Clearly, North American Mennonites in the twenty-first century live 
in a very different context than that of their sixteenth-century forebears. 
Mennonites in North America are not persecuted for their faith, nor do 
they need to provide theological arguments for a withdrawal on which 
their survival once depended. Their view of the church as a voluntary 
organization, separated from the state's rule, is now commonplace. And 
even though many Mennonites continue to have suspicions about 
denominational hierarchies, they no longer share the anticlericalism of 
their ancestors. Today Mennonites have full access to professions from 

of Mennonite Studies, 1992); and John A. Esau, ed., Understanding Ministerial Leadership: 
Essays Contributing to a Developing Theology of Ministry (Elkhart, Ind.: Institute of Mennonite 
Studies, 1995). 

54. For example, see Calvin Redekop, Victor A. Krahn and Samuel J. Steiner, eds., 
Anabaptist/Mennonite Faith and Economics (Waterloo, Ont.: Institute of Anabaptist and 
Mennonite Studies, 1994); and Calvin W. Redekop and Benjamin W. Redekop, 
Entrepreneurs in the Faith Community: Profiles of Mennonites in Business (Scottdale, Pa.: Herald 
Press, 1996). 

55. For example, see Benjamin Redekop and Calvin W. Redekop, eds., Power, Authority, 
and the Anabaptist Tradition (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 

56. The Russian Mennonite experience, for example, contrasts greatly with that of 
African-American Mennonites (and other African-Americans) who were enslaved for 
generations, not allowed to make decisions, not provided with educational opportunities 
and told they were worthless. Generations of such treatment make for dramatically 
different occupational and professional opportunities. Much has been written about the 
Russian Mennonite experience. Among these sources is Smith, Smith's Story, 249-356. For 
an accounting of tragic developments in Russia in relation to economic success and self-
governing, see Jacob A. Loewen and Wesley J. Prieb, "The Abuse of Power Among 
Mennonites in South Russia, 1789-1919/' in Redekop and Redekop, Power, Authority, 95-
114. 
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which they were previously barred, and they are moving eagerly into 
these occupations and others that simply did not exist in earlier 
centuries. 

At the same time, however, sixteenth-century Anabaptists and 
twenty-first-century North American Mennonites do share some 
theological and ethical continuity in their understandings of vocation. 
What the Anabaptists wanted to do, explicitly and implicitly, was 
recapture the sense that being a Christian shaped—and even 
transformed—every aspect of life. They fully embraced Paul's assertion 
to the church at Corinth: "So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new 
creation: everything old has passed away; see, everything has become 
new! All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ, 
and has given us the ministry of reconciliation" (2 Cor. 5:17-18). 
Contemporary Mennonites desire nothing less, even as they recognize 
the complexity of bringing these convictions to bear in modern life. 

What follows are six points of continuity within the Anabaptist-
Mennonite tradition that offer a framework for future conversations — 
within both academic and churchly circles—regarding a contemporary 
Christian theology of vocation from a Mennonite perspective. 

1. Calling should be understood primarily and fundamentally as being a 
follower of Jesus Christ. When asked about his vocation, an early 
Anabaptist reportedly said, "My vocation is to follow Christ. To make a 
living I am a tailor."57 This is similar to the larger Protestant notion of a 
"general" as opposed to a "particular" calling,58 but that broader sense of 
vocation has carried more weight within an Anabaptist-Mennonite 
ethical framework. For Anabaptists, the essential vocation of the 
Christian is to live faithfully— to recognize that the claim to be a follower 
of Jesus changes them and their perspective on the world. 

Such a calling to discipleship is not just about professions and paid 
work, but shapes how Mennonite Christians engage in relationships, 
how they spend their free time, how they form and keep and relate to 
families, whether or not they choose to have children, how they parent, 
how they make decisions about money, how they open themselves to 
others who are different, and how they serve others. Especially in the 
midst of warfare in oil-rich countries around the world, Mennonites 
should be conscious of what they consume, and the ways in which that 
consumption serves to justify nations' perceived need to make wars. 
Faith communities, congregations and denominations may also have 
collective vocations to offer a distinctive contribution to God's world. 

57. Cited in Stutzman, 'Treacher's Calling/, 138. 
58. On this, see Schuurman, Vocation, 17ff. 
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2. A Christian theology of vocation in Mennonite perspective honors and 
blesses the ways followers of Jesus live out their faith in their occupational 
professional and worldly roles. Mennonites need to keep working out the 
relationship between what they do in church and what they do as church 
in their lives. "Being the church" includes being scattered into various 
places of employment within society's institutions. These locations will 
likely include not only teaching, health care and social services but also 
professional engagement in political and economic life. The church can 
be the church in various voluntary organizations working to change 
society, in justice-conscious businesses, in creative work of many types, 
and even in public office when one's work is geared toward serving God 
and the common good.59 "Being church" ought to penetrate these work-
a-day worlds. 

However, Mennonite Christians should be reluctant to call their paid 
work their "vocation," since such a view misunderstands biblical 
perspectives on calling and truncates the broader notion of vocation. 
Most North Americans move in and out of various occupations over the 
course of a lifetime, often significantly changing jobs every five to seven 
years. Referring to each of these specific positions as "callings" would 
seem odd. At the same time, it is clear that our practices in daily life are 
more nuanced, complicated and contradictory than what is sometimes 
described above. That is partly because Christians are called not just to 
be Christians "in general," but to be Christians in concrete locations —as 
friends, as spouses, as parents, as citizens, and as laborers and 
professionals. The "general call" of Christ takes specific form: "as a 
prism refracts light into a variety of colors, so too one's relational setting 
refracts God's general call" into a variety of settings.60 Christians express 
their faith in and often through organizational and institutional and 
relational structures, including at the places where they work.61 As such, 
the church should bless those who serve the cause of Christ in their 
various, flexible, ever-changing "stations" in life.62 

59. On this, see, e.g., Duane K. Friesen, "On Doing Social Ethics: A Personal Response," 
in The Limits of Perfection, ed. Rodney J. Sawatsky and Scott Holland (Waterloo, Ont.: 
Institute of Anabaptist-Mennonite Studies, 1993), 122-129. 

60. The quoted material here is from Schuurman, Vocation, 47, though Schuurman 
completes the quote by saying "refracts God's general call into the variety of particular 
callings in the life of an individual or community/' 

61. On this, see also Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics 3/4, ed. and trans. G.W. Bromiley 
(Edinburgh: Τ & Τ Clark, 1961). Barth had a significant influence on Mennonite theologian 
John H. Yoder. 

62. In his article titled "God's Double Agents" The Mennonite (Apr. 19, 2005), 9-10, Wally 
Kroeker suggested commissioning people for their day-to-day work, planning a series of 
"workplace testimonies" for churches, having pastors visit members at their work settings 
or having people attend a special Sunday service in their work garb. On this, see also Ben 
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3. A commitment to being Jesus' disciples ought to shape and transform 
occupational business and professional roles. In its ideal form, the call to 
discipleship shapes the nature of paid work more than the typical demands of the 
"station" or the occupation itself. When vocation is rooted in discipleship, 
vocation is about more than making occupational and educational 
choices; it is also about what sustains and nurtures Christians in those 
roles. What keeps Christians faithful to their primary vocation as Christ's 
disciples? Thus, it might be ethically sensitive for Mennonites to identify 
themselves with the qualifier "Mennonite," as in Mennonite lawyer, 
Mennonite teacher, Mennonite physician, Mennonite business owner, 
Mennonite factory worker, or Mennonite farmer, simply as a reminder of 
the call to discipleship.63 When Mennonites began entering various 
professions in great numbers in the 1960s and 1970s, several 
organizations sprang up to walk alongside those church members who 
had chosen fields previously disdained. Those organizations—especially 
groups for lawyers and for business owners —helped Mennonites think 
about their work, challenge each other to be faithful to their Christian 
callings and live against the grain when necessary. Some of these 
organizations have now ceased to exist, but there would be great value 
in resurrecting these communal structures to help Mennonites think 
carefully about their work. Mennonites in business ought not simply 
imitate the given practices of other business people. Mennonite lawyers 
and physicians ought to think about their fee structures and work in 
ways that may go against the grain of conventional practices. Mennonite 
professors ought to stand with one foot in the academy and one foot 
firmly lodged in the church. As theologian John H. Yoder has written, 

If we reclaim the doctrine of vocation in the light of [our tradition's] 
practices and social vision . . . then the specific ministry of the 
Christian banker or financier will be to find realistic, technically not 
Utopian ways of implementing jubilee amnesty; there are people 
doing this. The Christian realtor or developer will find ways to 
house people according to need; there are people doing this. The 
Christian judge will open the court system to conflict resolution 
procedures, and resist the trend toward more and more litigation; 
this is being done. Technical vocational sphere expertise in each 
professional area will be needed not to reinforce but to undercut 

Sprunger, Carol J. Suter and Wally Kroeker, eds., Faith Dilemmas for Marketplace Christians 
(Scottdale, Pa.: Herald Press, 1997), 17. 

63. Sociologist Thomas J. Meyers addressed these issues in "Response," in Driedger and 
Harder, Anabaptist-Mennonite Identities, 87. 
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competently the claimed sovereignty of each sphere by planting 
signs of the new world in the ruins of the old.64 

Mennonites should enter professions and business with a "strategy of 
creative subversion," with only partial loyalty to the demands of their 
roles.65 Faithful Christians will not necessarily do what any other 
reasonable person would do in their station or office: instead, as Yoder 
argues, they need to be "judged and renewed by the difference it makes 
that Christ, and not mammon or mars, is their Lord."66 Christians should 
be visible in their civic communities and workplaces, keeping their 
promises, loving their enemies, telling the truth and enjoying their 
neighbors. Such behavior, says Yoder, "may communicate something of 
the reconciling, i.e., the community-creating, love of God."67 

In today's world, so deeply shaped by multinational corporations and 
the military-industrial complex, transformation and creative subversion 
may be a twenty-first-century form of Mennonite "conscientious 
objection,"68 an economic moral equivalent to Mennonites' age-old 
response to warfare. When Christians find themselves in work that 
constrains the expression of their discipleship, for example, or that calls 
them to contribute to brokenness rather than healing, to strife rather than 
reconciliation, to exploitation rather than nurture, they should leave that 
place of work and express their vocation as disciples elsewhere.69 

Because of the difficulty of engaging in "vocational conscientious 
objection," congregational accountability is essential. Here is where 
Christians may most need their sisters and brothers in the church to keep 
each other accountable to their commitments of fidelity to Christ and 
Christian discipleship. 

4. A Christian theology of vocation in a Mennonite perspective should honor 
the place of called-out leaders in the church. Given the significance of the 
church as the locus for nurturing Christians in faith, leading them in 

64. Yoder, Body Politics, 27. 
65. Eby, "Professionalism," 35. On such subversion, see also Redekop and Bender, Who 

Am I?, 131-144. 
66. Yoder, The Royal Priesthood, 81. 
67. Ibid. 
68. I am grateful to David Schrock-Shenk for suggesting, in his response to an earlier 

draft of this paper, the "conscientious objection" language in this context. Personal 
correspondence, David Schrock-Shenk to Keith Graber Miller, Oct. 13,2005. 

69. It would be fascinating to do a study of recent Mennonite patterns of leaving work. 
At what point have Mennonites chosen to leave the "stations" or "offices" for which they 
have prepared themselves, and why? See, e.g., Rom. 12:2: "Do not be conformed to this 
world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern what is 
the will of God - what is good and acceptable and perfect." On the specific question of, e.g., 
the appropriateness of Mennonites being police, see Andy Alexis-Baker, "The Gospel or a 
Glock? Mennonites and the Police," Conrad Grebel Review 25:2 (Spring 2007), 23-49. 
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modeling God's reign and sending them as disciples into the world, 
congregations should be guided by leaders who are empowered and 
blessed to lead. John H. Yoder has described the role of the "professional 
religionist" as part of the fallen nature of humanity outside of God's 
intention, noting that all members of the body of Christ are given 
ministerial roles, with no one having a monopoly on access to the 
divine.70 However, often the hesitance to honor called-out leaders in the 
church comes from the mistaken assumption of the "scarcity of 
affirmation" —the belief that there is only so much affirmation to go 
around.71 There should be an abundance of affirmation in the church: for 
paid, professional leaders; for maintenance staff; for Sunday school 
teachers; for elders; for those who create art and lead music; for those 
who practice hospitality. The church at its best should honor each of 
these roles, and then still have more affirmation to go around. 

Whether or not such "honoring" should include the extra-biblical 
practice of ordination remains open to debate within contemporary 
Mennonite circles. Certainly the transformation of work-a-day roles for 
Mennonites in the professions also includes transformation of pastoral 
ministry. Pastors in the Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition should have a 
keen sense of shared leadership. They should recognize their role as 
visionary and authoritative but not authoritarian leaders. They should 
function as facilitators, drawing out the many spiritual gifts of others in 
the congregation. And they should live with authenticity and integrity, 
with an egalitarian spirit, and with honorable relationships, modeling for 
others faithful discipleship. 

5. God's callings may not always line up with our initial hopes, expectations 
or particular occupational preparation. Throughout Hebrew Scriptures, 
those who receive direct calls from God are almost never expecting the 
calls, and they often meet them with resistance and rejection rather than 
warm acceptance. Even Isaiah's enthusiastic "Here I am; send me!" (Isa. 
6:8) is countered by his protests once he finds out what God is calling 
him to do. To be sustained in long-term work, however, Christians need 
to have a sense that they are using their abilities in ways that serve God's 
purposes. They then need to embrace that location, continue preparation 
for their work, and develop systems of support and accountability. In 
time, they need to discover true joy in their particular settings if their 
work is to be life-giving for themselves and others. 

70. Yoder, Body Politics, 60. 
71. Mary Lehman Yoder, one of three pastors at Assembly Mennonite Church in 

Goshen, Ind., called my attention to this useful term. 
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In a complex economic world, some people are compelled, over the 
course of an entire lifetime, to work in locations where they find no 
passion or joy, where their vocational souls are sucked out in repetitive 
and relatively meaningless tasks. Sometimes this is referred to as 
"making a living," but Mennonites and other Christians ought to seek 
for themselves and for others humane systems and workplaces where all 
can not only "make a living," but "make a life." That is to say, lives that 
are integrated, where work flows out of who we are and allows us to 
express our faith through relationships, our interactions with friends and 
strangers, an attentiveness to the creative products of our labor, and the 
use of our natural and schooled gifts and abilities.72 

6. The primary content of our vocation as disciples of Jesus Christ is to work 
at bringing healing and reconciliation in God's good and groaning world. 
When, in Luke 4, Jesus announced his own mission and calling in his 
hometown of Nazareth, he describes it in Jubilee language from the 
lectionary text in Isaiah 61—to bring good news to the poor, to proclaim 
release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the 
oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor (Lk. 4:18-19). 
Shortly before their deaths, Atlee and Winifred Beechy, who had 
committed their lives to service at Goshen College and with Mennonite 
Central Committee in Europe, Vietnam, China and elsewhere, sent out a 
Christmas letter that encouraged recipients to "relax and rejoice in the 
coming of God's son and in God's amazing and unrationed grace that 
calls us into Christ's ministry of reconciliation." "Our vocation," they 
wrote, "is to praise and serve God; share God's transforming grace; keep 
hope alive; invite people to become reconciled to God, to each other, and 
to themselves; and to share God's freeing nonviolent alternative that 
transforms enemies into friends." "We want to do this," the Beechys 
continued, "not with self-righteous piety or a distorted sense of duty, but 
with love, humility, hope, humor, and grace-filled hearts. We invite you 
to join us in responding to this continuing challenge." 

Twenty-first-century Mennonites and other Christians who are 
committed to faithful vocations will need eyes to see clearly, ears to hear 
precisely, hearts to embrace lovingly and spirits to commit joyfully, 
alongside others, to God's ministry of embrace and reconciliation: 
mending the brokenness, bringing together those who have known only 
enmity and proclaiming Christ's radical vision of social transformation 
that will prevent future brokenness. 

72. One of the horrific realities is that our economic and governmental systems, in 
which most of us are deeply invested, often make such "faithfully made lives" impossible 
for the majority of the world's population to attain. 
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